
Dr. Malone shares dire warning: mRNA vaccines are being injected into our food
supply…
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This could be one of the most alarming warnings yet from Dr. Malone. He wrote an essay on how
mRNA vaccines are being injected into livestock and companion animals.

That means, if you consume the vaccinated animal, the mRNA vaccine enters your body.

Dr. Malone:

In today’s substack, the state of mRNA “vaccines” for animal “health” is discussed.  Citing
public sources, I will review what is known and not known about commercial liaisons and
partnerships, the corporations involved, ongoing research and products in various states of
development.

Dr. Malone says they’ve been working on livestock and companion animal mRNA vaccines for over 6
years:

Bayer Partners with BioNTech to Develop mRNA Vaccines, Drugs for Animal

HealthGenetic Engineering and Biotechnology News.  May 10, 2016. Bayer will partner with
BioNTech to develop novel, first-in-class mRNA vaccines and therapeutics for animal health
indications, the companies said today, under a collaboration whose value was not disclosed.
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Bayer agreed to secure exclusive rights to BioNTech’s mRNA technology and intellectual
property for development of mRNA vaccines for animal health applications…
The companies said their partnership is the first of its kind focused on developing mRNA
therapeutics specifically for animal health applications.

…

Infectious disease vaccines is the focus of one of the three therapy platforms BioNTech is
building through mRNA technologies; the other two are cancer immunotherapies and
protein replacement. The three platforms are designed to produce pharmacologically
optimized protein coding RNA for targeted in vivo delivery…

Dr. Malone goes on to say that it’s rather obvious to assume they will soon have livestock and
companion mRNA vaccine and RNA therapeutics on the market.

Bayer, BioNTech developing new mRNA vaccines

Feedstuffs.com May 16, 2016

Companies collaborate on cutting-edge technology to develop new solutions to protect
companion and farm animal health.

Again, note the date…2016. This means that Bayer and BioNTech have been working on
livestock and companion animal mRNA vaccines for over six years…

There are three therapy platforms that BioNTech has been building through mRNA
technologies to be used in livestock and companion animals.

Infectious disease vaccines

Cancer immunotherapies and

Protein replacement.

Dr. Malone believes these facilities were actually built for the production of veterinary vaccines:

Bayer to manufacture mRNA vaccine in Germany

Bayer Website, February 1, 2021

“Following discussions with the German government it has become clear that current
manufacturing capacities for vaccines need to be increased, particularly for potential
variants of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
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This includes the need to expand production capacity as well as related manufacturing
expertise in Germany.

We at Bayer will contribute even further by making more vaccine available to help fight the
pandemic.

Merck is already selling mRNA vaccines for swine:

Merck Website, Accessed Jan 2023

Combat current and future swine diseases with SEQUIVITY from Merck Animal
Health. A revolutionary swine vaccine platform, SEQUIVITY harnesses RNA particle
technology to create customized prescription vaccines against strains of influenza A virus in
swine, porcine circovirus (PCV), rotavirus and beyond. It’s supported by a sophisticated
dashboard filled with comprehensive data and insights, all to help you stay on top.

Dr. Malone cites many more examples. You can read his entire essay on his Substack located here.

When asked if the government would mark packages as “vaccinated meat,” Dr. Malone said this, “I
wouldn’t count on it.  In fact, I bet – no.”

In response to another Twitter user, who stated that this needed to be stopped “ASAP,” Dr. Malone
had this to say: “We have to build alternate systems.  I don’t think we can stop them, but we can chose
not buy their food, take their drugs or mRNA vaccines. We can chose to not use their “health care
providers.”  We can be our own – independent people outside of their hellscape.”

Time to find a trusted, local meat farmer in your area…
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